
The plan to build 20 houses on a beachfront
car park has been rejected by Folkestone &
Hythe District Councillors in a 90-minute
online planning meeting last week.
The controversial application to build 20
properties on the car park off Coast Drive,
Greatstone, was the first application to come
under planning scrutiny within the new zoom
meeting, which was being watched online by
many local people.
Before the planning committee discussed the
application, New Romney Town Mayor Paul
Thomas sent a written statement
explaining why the town
council had opposed the
application. This was
followed by Town and
District Cllr Patricia Rolfe,
who spoke for three
minutes also explaining the
local opposition to the
proposed housing
The recommendation
for the houses came

under scrutiny of the Planning Committee.
New Romney Town and District Cllr David
Wimble lead the way with a 20-minute
presentation as to why he felt that the
planning was not viable from a planning point
of view. He stated that ‘in his opinion’, the
planning application fell short of the Council’s
own planning policy on a number of specific
points and warned that by passing this
application, it was in danger of setting a
precedence for future applications.
One of the specific things that he pointed out
was the fact that there was a planning
conveyance dating back to 1952 which stated
that no permanent buildings other than a sea
wall or fence should be built on the site.
When an Officer stated that this was merely a
legal reason which could be overturned, Cllr
Wimble stated that he was shocked that this
held no weight and then went into a detailed
report about the effect the housing would
have on local tourism and that the car park
was a major asset of the town and stating
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CARE HOME

HAS BEEN LET
DOWN IN

COVID MESS
The owner of a leading care
home in Folkestone has hit out
at being let down by the care
system after one of its
residents was treated in
William Harvey Hospital – but
returned to the Home with the
Covid 19 virus.

“A 96-year old war veteran
needed hospital treatment after
being taken ill, only to return
untested and with the virus,”
explained the bitter owner of
Pelham House Care Home,
Roger Waluube. “We were
severely let down by the
Hospital which should have
treated and cared for our
resident preventing this
contamination, which has not
only put our other 20 residents
at risk, but also our staff who
are doing everything humanly
possible to carry out the
serious business of care.”

Houses for car park planning turned down

Councillor David Wimble and campaigner Martin Chamberlain at the proposed housing site
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EDITOR’S WORD

Welcome to Issue 250
Blimey! Issue 250! I never realised that big number
would sneak up on me. I was trying to work out how
many words I have either written or edited over that time
and based on an average of 450 words per page on a
32-page edition (we have of course quite often printed
40 page issues too), that equates to three million, six
hundred thousand words, most of which have been
spelt correctly!

I have to say that none of this would have been possible
without a huge team of people who over the years have
helped contribute. Yes, there have been a few mistakes
(normally mine, I have to admit) and I regularly get
people contact me and offer to proof read the paper.
The problem is that it gets put together at very short
notice, so articles need writing, editing and then laid out
in the period of about 48 hours. The rest of the time is
taken up with designing adverts, invoicing and most
importantly collecting the money from our amazing
advertisers, who actually pay for you to read my bi-
weekly take on the local news.
You will see no other mention of this milestone in this
issue, as this year also marks the 10th Anniversary of
The Looker. So expect a fair bit of flag waving and
celebration when that edition is printed at the end of
August.

With the ‘Lockdown’ being slowly eased, we will see
many of the businesses within our district ‘hopefully’
ease back into a new state of normality. I only hope that
people do not abuse this opportunity to get back to the
‘New Norm’ and put us back where we started from.

I know I for one really am looking forward to the
opportunity to get The Looker Restaurant Review going
again, as there is only so much beans on toast you can
handle!

As ever in this edition we have a very varied selection of
news and cover everything from the celebration of local
residents with a hard fought victory against a proposed
housing development, alongside the green light for a
new community hall, alongside the tragic news of
Covid-19 hitting a local care home.
We have always wanted to have the same values as
Lord Reith who set out his original charter which is … To
Inform, Educate and Entertain.

Hopefully we have covered all these based in this
edition. Finally we would welcome any contribution
from you, our readers, as we start the long haul for the
next 250 editions!

Until Next time Happy reading....
David,
John, Jan, June, Kim, Ann, Sarah,
Andrew, Vicki and Hugh
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“Being at the forefront of care for the elderly, we felt vulnerable
from an early stage of the Covid-19 crisis. Our longstanding
food supplier, Tesco, stopped delivering weekly supplies and
the lack of staff testing and personal protection equipment
(PPE) could so easily have been addressed, but instead we
found we were having to fend for ourselves.”

“The government has failed in its responsibility to look after the
most vulnerable citizens in our community. Neglect and
mismanagement have undoubtedly put my residents and social
care at insurmountable risk,” said Roger. “I am infuriated that
we were left to fend for ourselves when there was an obvious
and imminent crisis looming.”

It has been well documented that the UK government refused
to take advantage of the EU provision of personal protective
equipment (PPE), in its bid to ‘take back control’ in an effort to
defend its Brexit delivery credentials, but this has a practical
cost in people’s lives.

“We knew challenging times were coming, but never expected
our elderly residents would be treated in such a deplorable way
and the lack of meaningful practical support has been non-
existent. It is unbearable to watch people suffer,” says Roger.

Since the return of the 96-year old war veteran to Pelham
House on Monday (18th), the outbreak of Covid-19 has now
amplified with all but two of the Home’s residents proving
positive for the virus, as well as the Home’s manager and only
cook. To add to its woes, Kent County Council has pulled back
its support for the 40-year-old family run care home by stopping
new admissions. “We are dedicated and committed to caring for
elderly people and will continue to do so for as long as we can”
says Roger .

This news comes at a time when it the Government has faced
fierce criticism from the care industry with the testing process
being described as ‘chaotic’ by the National Care Forum. The

organisation has called for an
urgent need for 200,000 tests a
day under the guidance from the
World Health Organisation to
‘test, trace and track’ the virus

“There are currently 30,000
tests available to care homes,
which equates to 300 care home
per day receiving tests,” said Vic
Rayner of the Forum. “This is in
no way near enough of the
amount of tests required for the
care sector.

“We need to see at least
200,000 routine and regular
tests each day in the care sector
alone. The speed and quality of
the testing process is currently a
postcode lottery and doesn’t
appear to be based on need.

“Some of our members are
being told they won’t be tested
until 6 June which is much too
late,” said Mr Rayner.

“We fully appreciate the difficulties being experienced at
present, but the care industry feels like it has been kicked into
the long grass at the moment,” concluded Roger. “At the
moment, our care work hangs in the balance and I lay the
blame firmly at the door of Number Ten in Downing Street.
Quite where this will end is impossible to see at present, and is
affecting the lives of our residents, our fantastic staff and their
families – we continue to do our best against the most adverse
circumstances.”

that with the Covid–19 virus, more people will be staying in
the UK for their holidays and by

taking away 50
car parking
spaces, the
council would be
robbing the
community of
much needed
tourism.
However, the
main objections
were on the flood

risk with the development site not having any sea defences
in place along the entirety of this site, and then he listed
some of the endangered species along with
the flora and fauna that would be affected.
Hythe Green Party member Jim Martin,
brought some humour to the meeting
when he started his comments by inviting
Cllr Wimble to join the Green Party,
stating, ‘who knew he was such an expert
on preservation and wildlife!’ He went on
to state that the application was not
satisfactory on a number of points
including the sequential flood risk
assessment. And he also
commented on the fact that the
application lacked any detail of the buildings, with just
outline slabs showing the proposed buildings and car

parking.
Local resident
Martin
Chamberlain,
who also sent
in a
presentation
raising
concerns of
all the
residents said
after the
meeting:

“After almost four years fighting and legal wrangling, the
ridiculous application to build on the beach car park has
been rejected and overthrown this evening! I would like to
thank everyone who bust a gut fighting this, we shall have a
big party when we are able to.”
After the meeting local people took to social media thanking
all the councillors for their hard work. David Wimble stated,
“When I stood for the District and Town Council, this was
one of the things I promised local people I would fight for. It
was certainly not a solo effort and our town council had put
a substantial amount of work into fighting this. I would also
like to thank Town Councillor Russell Tillson, who helped
with an extreme amount of research, which enabled us to
put forward a water tight planning defence.”

ProposedCar Park Layout

Cllr Jim Martin

Current Car Park Layout



Town gets green light for
new community hall and
sports pavilion
After a long battle, New Romney is set to get a ‘state of the
art’ sports pavilion and community hall on its Station Road
recreational site. Along with a small housing development
which will help fund the scheme. The planning application for
the new pavilion and housing scheme was approved by
Folkestone and Hythe District Council's planning committee
last Tuesday evening. The project, which has been in the
making for several years, will also see a new car park,
improved playing pitches and the current children’s nursery
greatly improved along with a play park created on the
recreation ground off Station Road, in New Romney.

The two-storey sports hall will replace the outdated Maude
Pavilion following its demolition, and will include changing
rooms, a medical room, storage, a function room, meeting
rooms, a bar and kitchen and a large balcony with views over
the new improved football and cricket playing fields. The
multi-million pound scheme has been put forward by New
Romney Town Council and designed by award-winning
architect team lead by Guy Hollaway, who presented a video
presentation laying out the new scheme. Mr Holloway has
been praised for his exciting designs and won many awards
for his visionary buildings including Folkestone's Rocksalt
restaurant and the unique urban skate park, F51, which is
currently under construction.

Tony Hunter, a representative from New Romney Football
Club (NRFC) and New Romney Mayor Cllr Paul Thomas,
spoke on behalf of the development at the meeting.
Committee members Cllr David Wimble (Ind) said he was
100% behind the project and that now with the planning
permission in place, the Town Council could start applying for
some ‘match funded’ grants to help with the finance, with Cllr
Jackie Mead (Lab) describing it as a "fantastic facility" which
is needed in the area.

Project leader Cllr Patricia Rolfe, who also spoke on the
project, said she was delighted the scheme will go ahead.
And Town Councillor Russell Tillson, stated that along with the
rejection of house building on the Greatstone car park, it had
been a fantastic good news day for the people of the town.
The planning development was approved unanimously by
members.

58 High St, Hythe, Kent. CT21 5AT

01303 232575
33 High St, New Romney, Kent. TN28 8BW

01797 363399
enquiries@loulabellesflorist.co.uk
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Marsh Choir
flashmob surprise
for flock boss
Carly

by Andrew South

Local hero, the
Marsh Choir’s
inspirational
Carly Bryant,
was taken by
surprise at her
home in Lydd
last week as a
number of her
flock wished
her a happy
birthday.

Herded safely
by All Saint’s
Church’s Rev. Chris Maclean, the well-
wishers congregated outside her house
while Carly’s sister, Jody kept the birthday
girl occupied over coffee in the back
garden. On responding to the knock on her
door, Carly was greeted by a couple of
dozen safely-distanced March Choir
singers with a rendition of ‘Happy Birthday
to You!’ and ‘For She’s a Jolly Good
Fellow!’, much to her joy and surprise.

She was typically emotional about the
flashmob’s effort, and exclusively told The
Looker of her treat afterwards.

“It was a fantastic surprise - I love my
flockers!” she said. “I feel so lucky to have
a wonderful group of people to work with,
and am looking forward to getting back
together properly as soon as we can.”

The seven Marsh Choir groups from Hythe
to Rye now number more than 500
members, and have truly provided a
sonorous backdrop to the Marsh.

With the official lockdown looming, Carly
instigated the Marsh Couch Choir before it
came into force in March, performing a
different song on her YouTube channel
from Monday to Saturday at 2pm and 7pm.
Regular themes include songs from the
musicals on Monday, wartime songs on
Wednesdays and films on Fridays – with
an off-beat ‘Joanna or Judi’ topic on

Saturday nights.
.Around 150 songs
have been performed
over more than 80
days of the lockdown
so far, and anyone is
welcome to join in any
of the 15-20 minute
uplifting renditions of
songs old and new.
Subscribing is easy –
you just press the
‘subscribe’ button!
Further details about
the Marsh Choir can be
found at
www.marshchoir.com
or on The Marsh Choir
facebook page.

Artist impression of the new community hall
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Telephone:
0800032 2699
T:01797 342196
M: 07928534555

e:arter269@btinternet.com
w: www.parterandsonbuilders.co.uk

The Annexe, Sunnyside,
Old House Lane, Brookland,
New Romney TN299RN
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Quizzical about Quizzing
We all know that since the lockdown many businesses have
tried to find ways of keeping their profiles up and alive. One
of the pre-lockdown things that The Looker team enjoy is the
traditional pub quiz. So it was with some trepidation that I
agreed to take part in the City of London ‘Virtual Pub Quiz’
carried out on Zoom.
I have had a lot of dealings with zoom recently having many
meetings over the virtual network and actually think that this
could easily change the way we do things ‘post lockdown’.
Many is the time I have had to drive a long way for a
meeting, along with people from all over the country, costing
not only lots of money in travel expenses but normally
overnight accommodation and food. So I was intrigued as to
how the pub Quiz would pan out?

We have been to the City of London in Dymchurch and taken
part in their pub Quizzes in the past and for us, they have
always been lots of fun, with other like-minded quizzers. So
with some trepidation, we logged in at 6.45, ready for the fun
to begin at 7 p.m. With our team name in place and
registered ‘The too good to be true crew of 2’, we settled in.
Round 1 was about the Beatles and I had high expectations
for the rest of the quiz as we scored 9 out of 10 for this. The
quiz featured three separate quiz masters, including Emma
(landlady of the pub) who asked questions about her
favourite subjects, dogs! In this round we had a reasonable
score and how I remembered about the colour of a Chow
Chow’s tongue, I will never know! Along with rounds on
General Knowledge and Disney films (really must do more
homework on this one!) we had a pretty good score.
One particularly fun round was the music round, where
traditionally you have to identify some music that is being
played to you. However, due to issues getting the sound
quality right, Paddy ‘The Quiz Master’ came up with a unique
way of circumnavigating the problem, by playing the music
on a selection of ‘Kazoos’. Very amusing and adding to the

good fun of the
evening.
Throughout the
evening our
starter question
was to list
Europe’s most
populated
countries, with
an additional
point per
answer if you
got the
countries in the
right order. We
achieved 9 of
the countries
but we were a
bit out on the
order, so scored only 11 out of 20. And it appears the winner
had an intimate knowledge of populations across Europe.
Who would have guessed that the Ukraine was the 8th
highest populated country in Europe?
Anyway, coming joint 2nd in a quiz of around 12 teams was
good fun. Or as Jackie Stewart once said, coming second is
being first of the losers!

The Looker team want to thank Emma and Jamie, for
organising the quiz, which although was free to take part in,
it was in aid of the Day of Syn festival. We will certainly do
another one in the future! We will also donate some money
to the fund when the pub opens again.
A great event from a pub that always makes you feel
welcome (and has amazing food).
So maybe if you want to pit your wits against Team Looker,
the next one is planned for next Sunday evening (7th June).
Make sure you go to the City of London Facebook page for
more information or give them a call to find out about the
Zoom log in info.

VirtualPub Quiz
Sunday 7th June

Harry follows in Captain
Tom’s footsteps
An extraordinary young man from Littlestone has been
following in the footsteps of Britain’s newest knight, Captain
Tom Moore, to raise funds for one of our area’s most
important charities, Caring Altogether on Romney Marsh
(CARM).
War veteran Captain Tom made national headlines when he
raised more than £32m for NHS charities by completing a hundred
laps of his garden before his 100th birthday in April. He was given
the honorary title of colonel on his 100th birthday, and had initially
set out to raise £1,000 for NHS charities by walking laps of the
25m (82ft) loop in his garden in Marston Moretaine, Bedfordshire.
And now the Queen has approved his much-deserved knighthood.

Inspired by the centenarian’ efforts, 20-year old Harry decided to
raise £150 for CARM’s essential work, by putting aside his
wheelchair on which he relies as someone who lives with cerebral
palsy. He can only walk a few metres at a time, but supported by
his family, set about walking 200 metres around his garden every
day for eight days – the equivalent of one mile, an amazing feat

for someone who is
wheelchair-bound.

“The family is immensely
proud of Harry,” his mother
Donna told me. “Having
seen Captain Tom
undertake his challenge, he was keen to do something just as
challenging for charity. We realised that the NHS is doing such
great work, but decided that it would be good to do something for
an organisation which was directly relevant to the Marsh and
doing things for local people, so CARM seemed like the perfect
fundraising choice.

“He really hit a wall on day three, but he really rallied and was
determined to complete the challenge. It was really emotional for
us all to see him maintain his positivity cross the finishing line on
day eight,” said Donna, who also revealed that she plans to
volunteer for CARM when the lockdown ends.

And just as Captain Tom smashed his target, Harry has now
raised more than £1,870 when Gift Aid is included, which is 1080
per cent up. Although he has now completed the challenge,
readers can still contribute to Harry’s magnificent effort by going to
www.uk.virginmoneygiving.com/HarryBrown36.

“Harry set himself a really challenging task to walk a mile in eight
days and it was pretty hot most days which must have made it
even tougher for him,” said Helen Mattock, CARM’s new Manager.

“We can't thank Harry enough for completing his challenge and
raising funds for CARM - we are truly grateful, and the funds he
raised will go to great use in supporting socially isolated people
across Romney Marsh and Tenterden.”

An inspirational video of Harry’s fantastic fundraising feat can be
found on CARM’s Facebook page, and information about the
charity’s work and opportunities to volunteer can be found at
www.carmromneymarsh.org.uk.

And Harry? Well his next challenge is a little matter of climbing up
Mount Snowdon in Wales for his Duke of Edinburgh Award. Watch
this space!



Sandling Park virtual tour
fills gap in Pilgrims
Hospices calendar

by Andrew South

With charities having to find ever-more innovative ways to
recoup the £4bn hole in their income over the last ten
weeks, Pilgrims Hospices came up with a novel way to
provide access to the annual fundraising open day at the
privately owned Sandling Park & Gardens near Hythe.

The event has been an annual fixture in the Hospices’
fundraising calendar since 2012, and the only opportunity once a
year for people to visit this magnificent Grade II listed private
garden.

“The event is held in May every year, and we can never be sure
what the weather will be like and how far advanced – or not –
spring may be,” explained Prunella Scarlett, whose great-
grandfather established the garden in the 1890s, “but this year
the conditions were spot on, so it is doubly disappointing not to
be able to welcome visitors to see the wonderful display of
rhododendrons, azaleas and many other plants.”

The whole of this registered site covers 177ha (437 acres) and
comprises 13ha (32 acres) of formal and ornamental gardens,
while the remaining 164ha (405 acres) consists of farmland,
parkland and woodland. Other plants include camellias,
honeysuckles, primulas, wild-flowers and more than 200
varieties of magnolias. The azaleas collection is considered to
be one of the finest in the country.

It also features 20 national champion trees, all young and rare,
but perhaps the most important aspect of the collection is
the population of more than 200 wild-sourced trees which still
retain their collectors’ numbers. Among the deciduous and
coniferous species are cedar, weeping beech, tulip tree, and
Monterey pine.

“In the eight years of these open days to raise funds and
awareness of Pilgrims Hospices, the event has raised more than

£53,000 which is a fantastic and vital contribution to the work we
do,” says Sue Sharp, the Hospices Director of Income
Generation & Marketing. “The Sandling Park Open Day has
become a really popular fixture in our events calendar, with
around 1,500 people taking this unique annual opportunity to
visit this fantastic garden, so it was so disappointing not to be
able to do it in its ninth year.”

“The event itself takes a great deal of planning with Pilgrims
volunteers being recruited, and tombola stalls and teas to be
organised. We are very sad not have our volunteers with us at
this time, we miss them and look forward to seeing them soon”

So how did the virtual tour come about, to go some way to filling
the fundraising gap?

Freelance BBC camera-man Kerry King from Hythe, takes up
the story.

“I knew the owners of Sandling Park, and that this year’s event
would obviously have to be cancelled, so I came up with the idea
of providing a tour in a virtual format in order that people could at
least enjoy the experience of seeing these spectacular gardens
at their very best – and still raise money at the same time.

“The challenge of course was to ensure the filming was carried
out with appropriate social distancing and the owners were really
co-operative – although ultimately, I did have around 75 acres to
wander around, mostly on my own, but someone had to do it!”

The result is a superb and colourful nine-minute tour of the
gardens which records the majestic nature of the plants, shrubs
and trees in all their spring-time glory, for all to enjoy.

“We are so grateful to Kerry for recording the gardens at the
height of their colourful splendour, and hope it will inspire even
more people to visit on the Pilgrims Hospices Open Day next
year,” says Prunella.

You can find the Sandling Park Virtual Open Gardens 2020 on
YouTube, where there is also a link to donate to Pilgrims
Hospices for their important work, or you can visit Pilgrims
Hospices Just Giving page
(www.justgiving.com/fundraising/pilgrims-hospices-
sandlinggardens) – and who knows, you or someone you know
may need their services one day.

“Although it is not quite the same, we hope that the virtual tour
keeps the Hospices and our work in the minds of people across
east Kent,” added Sue.

Pilgrims Hospices is well-represented in our area with shops in
Folkestone, Cheriton, Hythe, Dymchurch, New Romney and
Lydd, but all remain closed at present for obvious reasons.

Without their local community of supporters, Pilgrims Hospices
wouldn’t be able to run. It is vitally important that Pilgrims
Hospices is still here, still caring, providing much-needed expert
end-of-life care, now and in the future.

Further information is available at www.pilgrimshospices.org.uk.

RNLI and HM Coastguard
launch beach safety
campaign urging parents
to protect their families
and save lives at the
coast this summer
The Royal National Lifeboat Institution (RNLI) and Her
Majesty’s (HM) Coastguard today (Thursday 21 May)
launch a new beach safety campaign, urging parents to
protect their families by following key safety advice to
save lives this summer.

Following the recent easing of nationwide lockdown
restrictions in England and with children still off school, many
more people are expected to visit the coast to exercise and
take part in water-based activities. In Northern Ireland,
Scotland and Wales, the rules may be different, but there
could still be an impact on RNLI and HM Coastguard
services.
Last weekend alone, Coastguard rescue teams were called
out 194 times in the UK to incidents including; inflatables
drifting offshore, crashed jet skis, people injured while out
walking or cycling along the coast, paddleboarders, kayakers,
windsurfers and kite surfers in difficulty and people cut off by
the tide.In 2019, RNLI lifeguards aided more than 29,000
people on UK beaches in more than 17,000 incidents, saving
a total of 154 lives.

They also helped to reunite nearly 1,800 lost children and
teenagers with their families and aided 346 people in
incidents involving inflatables.

Despite the ongoing challenges posed by coronavirus and
social distancing the RNLI still hopes to provide a lifeguard
service on around 30% of the beaches the charity usually
covers in time for the traditional peak summer season. But at
present, there are no RNLI lifeguards on UK beaches, and we
cannot be everywhere this summer.

Whilst RNLI lifeboat crews and HM Coastguard are still on
call ready to respond to emergencies, the message is clear;
we need the public to be aware of dangers, take responsibility
for themselves and their loved ones and remember that, in an
emergency, call 999 and ask for the Coastguard.

Gareth Morrison, RNLI Head of Water Safety, said: ‘If the
charity’s lifeguards were present on the beaches today, they
would be preventing many incidents before they even
occurred by directing people to safe swimming areas,
highlighting dangers such as rip currents and advising people
not to use inflatables. These preventive measures are not
currently in place meaning people could find themselves in
danger if they are not reading the signs and following the
relevant safety advice.
He added: ‘Our lifeguards are trained to swim 200m within 3
1/2 minutes, and although our volunteer lifeboat crews are
fully operational, should they be needed, they won’t be able to
reach you in the same time.

‘It is important that anyone visiting the coast understands that
the beach can be a dangerous environment and you must
take more responsibility for you and your family this summer.
No one ever goes to the coast to be rescued yet RNLI
lifeguards rescue 1000’s each year.’

Following key safety advice will keep people safe and help to
reduce the demands placed on RNLI lifeboat crews, HM
Coastguard and other emergency services.

That is why parents are now being urged to take charge and
be ‘beach smart’ if they visit the coast to ensure they and their
families have the safest summer possible, whether lifeguards
are patrolling their beach or not.

Claire Hughes, director of HM Coastguard said: ‘We know
from sad experience that whether you’re local or nor,
whatever your ability of experience in your chosen sport or
leisure activity, the sea can still catch you out and be
unmerciful when it does. Now, more than ever we need
people to respect the sea and the coast.

‘If you get into trouble call 999 and ask for the Coastguard
and we will come to your aid. But coronavirus hasn’t gone
away, and we all need to follow the rules. Remember your
choices might put people, including yourself and frontline
responders, at risk. Take extra care in these extraordinary
times.’

This summer with beach lifeguard patrols significantly
reduced the RNLI and HM Coastguard are advising the public
not to use inflatables at all and for everyone, especially
parents, planning a visit to a beach or the coast to follow this
safety advice:
• Have a plan - check the weather forecast, tide times and

read local hazard signage
• Keep a close eye on your family – on the beach and in

the water
• Don’t allow your family to swim alone
• Don’t use inflatables
• If you fall into the water unexpectedly, FLOAT TO LIVE.

Fight your instinct to thrash around, lean back, extend
your arms and legs, and Float

• In an emergency dial 999, and ask for the Coastguard
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Ring that bell and share
the path

By Andrew South

Whilst taking daily exercise along the promenade - made
more impressive since the completion of sea defences
between the Dymchurch Redoubt Fort and High Knocke -
it has become apparent how many more people are now
walking, jogging or cycling.

This has been great news
for the reduction in air
pollution, measurably
bluer skies and star-
striking nights. People
taking exercise in towns
and cities are breathing
cleaner air, and even the
peak of Mount Everest
has become visible for
the first time in decades
after being shrouded in a
cloud of fug – albeit still
not quite evident from our
part of the world…

The sea-wall is ideal for our daily exercise quota during
lockdown, and easily accessible for most of us, especially
during our longer, warmer and sunnier days.

However, with many taking to their bikes for the first time in
years - or perhaps ever - there are some who haven’t quite
grasped the etiquette needed to ensure that all the sea-wall’s
users do so safely. With the wind behind them, cyclists can
easily whizz along at more than 25 mph, although they may
not be quite so speedy on their return journeys. For those
perambulating at their own pace without an eye on the clock –

or bending down to retrieve the remnants of their dog’s dinner
- this can be an alarming experience.

“The problem is that they come up so quickly and silently
behind you, they can really take you by surprise – especially
for those of us with less than perfect hearing,” one
Dymchurch resident told me. “There’s an accident waiting to
happen.”

It is, of course, illegal to ride a bike without a bell, but it seems
that many are reluctant to use them.

Romney Marsh
Youngsters take Romney
Tweed to the heights of
Fashion

By Rosie Green and Kim Gandy

Aspiring young Romney Marsh fashionistas are set for the
chance of a lifetime as inspirational local business Romney
Tweed completes its fashion challenge in partnership with
The Marsh Academy, to design and develop tweeds inspired
by the Marsh and Dungeness.

Having designed a bespoke tweed for Royal St George’s Golf
Club at Sandwich in 2019, Romney Tweed set up a Fashion
Challenge between The Marsh Academy and Sandwich
Technology School. Students were asked to create a
sketchbook, using photographs, colours and drawings from
research trips to their local landscape , which could be
developed into concepts for tweed fabrics woven from
Romney wool. They were also asked to write an essay
demonstrating their interest in the British fashion industry.

The students from The Marsh Academy carried out their
research on Dungeness, and after a series of workshops and
much preparation three short-listed candidates were invited to
the weave studio at Old Romney for a Master Class delivered
by Rosie Green, the Weaver-in-Residence, to develop their
tweed designs further on the looms. Coronavarus intervened
in time to disrupt the final “critique”, intended to be a live
presentation by the students of their mood board and final
design. This had to be executed digitally, with the Judging
Panel meeting online. An Awards Ceremony, hosted by
Damian Collins MP, will be held in London once the lockdown
restrictions are eased, at
which the students will be
able to present their work.

First Prize went to Alice
Conlon, who will receive a
full sample of her winning
design professionally woven
and a cash award from
Romney Tweed purchasing
the copyright of the design
with the option to market and
weave it commercially at a
future date.

The runners-up were Abbie Weir and Tom Jamin, who will
also receive cash prizes.

All the students who took part deserve high praise for their
commitment and hard work.

Romney Tweed, a Community Interest Company, has the twin
aims of encouraging local industry and of helping young
people acquire skills sand find jobs. By choosing the weaving
industry as a means of achieving these aims, it has dipped far
into the past – to medieval times – when Romney wool
provided the foundation for the area’s prosperity. The
enthusiasm with which this project has been seized is
remarkable and to quote one of the teachers from the Marsh
Academy “In all my teaching years I have never known
anything like it”. Romney Tweed hopes to continue delivering
the project in the next academic year, and widening the
participation of schools across the local area.
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FirmagerFuneral Service
“A friendly voice at a difficult time”

• 24hour service

• Prepaid funeral plans

• HomeVisits

• Eco Funerals available

• Private Chapelsof Rest

• MonumentalMason

OwenHouse,Fairfield Road,
NewRomney,Kent,TN288HS
We are locatedonthesiteofRomneyGlass.

Plenty ofparkingavailable.

TospeaktoHelen andAshley
Telephone: 01797369277

firmagerfuneralservice@funeralpartners.co.uk
www.firmagerfuneralservice.co.uk

Inequalities

Be serious about ‘levelling up’ in society and communities,
not just regionally for political ends. Inequalities in health
across the UK have widened over the last 10 years, said the
Health Foundation’s commissioned Marmot Review in
February 2020. We know this is equally true here in Kent.
This means length of life you can expect, years living with
disabling conditions and ill health. These have deteriorated
significantly as a result of poverty; poor housing, living and
working conditions; air quality; diet and other. All have
worsened because of public policy choices. And, of course,
all these directly affect your or my chance of dying if we
contract Coronavirus.

It means government addressing all the interrelated aspects
of public policy for which it has the key levers –
environmentally-friendly business support; assured incomes;
decent homes; healthy energy sources; educational
investment; recognising the particular needs of different
communities, cultures and localities, best known to those
who live there.

Health and Social Care

Be serious for the first time in two decades about the ways in
which these must work together differently. Focus on ’health’
not just ‘ill health’; on people’s wishes and the quality of their
experiences of care and support, not ‘episodes’, or ‘delivery’
as though the services were Amazon parcels.

Sadly, we have realised belatedly the effects of NHS care,
especially acute hospital bed availability, being the only
priority; and social care an afterthought. Some leading
politicians have even found the words ‘social care’ difficult to
mention. Treating it as secondary - undervalued,
underfunded, fragmented, mostly privately operated with
local government only partially able to influence, has been
disastrous. At last publicity about deaths in care homes, and
belatedly concerns about other forms of care at home for
younger disabled people or vulnerable adults of all ages is
exposing the true position.

Cease pretending that everything can be run from Whitehall,
short term political gestures and crude notions of
‘integration’.

Instead, MPs and government should read again the
abundance of advice about a wholly different strategic
approach; valuing NHS, local government and publicly
funded social care alike; respecting and paying properly the
hugely diverse and valuable workforce; and build a unified
national care vision with joined up policy and a long term
sustainable funding settlement for the first time ever. In Fact
lets grasp the moment…Matt Hancock could become as
historically venerated as Aneurin Bevan.

People’s lives at home

Don’t avoid looking until a media investigation exposes
people’s distress otherwise hidden from view. We only know
currently what we know from publicly available data or media
interest. Many of us share concerns about mental ill health
and stress, well-being of family carers, suicide, domestic
violence, child abuse, hate crime, self-neglect and others; as
well as people with untreated potential heart attacks and
strokes, cancers and other life threatening diseases not
going to hospital.

People living on the margins of our society or exposing
uncomfortable truths are rarely attractive news stories unless
someone wants to make an easy judgemental point, play to
the public gallery, and then turn away. Government could
make a start with funding permanent accommodation and
support for rough sleepers.

Voluntary sector and Volunteering

Celebrate the successes, the heroes, the achievements
overcoming circumstances and sheer generosity and good
will of so many people. But remember what people are doing
voluntarily is complementary alongside health and social
care. They are interdependent and equally important. There
is need for national policy vision; respect for diversity of
interests, motivations and organisations locally; and most
importantly sustainable funding not just during an
emergency. What people in Kent and organisations in the
county have achieved in recent weeks is remarkable and an
outstanding example to others nationally.

My final hope is that, for the sake of the kind of society we all
want to live in, as the shared experience of world war gave
us our cherished NHS in 1948, seventy two years later
coronavirus will do the same for our beleaguered social care
services.

After coronavirus – a new
opportunity for health,
social care, government
and us!
By David Wimble

After coronavirus what could our future health and social
care services look like? How could we use the tough
experiences of these last months to create better care and
support for people across our diverse communities in our
district and across kent and beyond?

The tragedies and sacrifices of the pandemic are still with us.
Even so we should be encouraged by so many positive
actions, large and small, that have happened locally these
last eight weeks. For example, all the heart-warming good
will between neighbours and voluntary help that the
community hubs have provided or relaxing organisational
barriers which so often stop the voluntary sector, Councils
and NHS joining up what they are each doing in our
interests.

Much of the good neighbourly care and effort of voluntary
organisations has been supported out of the public eye by
the linking-up, information sharing, advice and extra funding
(public and private giving) which is being coordinated by
Kent County Council, Borough and District councils, NHS
Clinical Commissioning Groups, Kent Associations of Local
Councils, Police and indeed The Looker, all working so well
together. In Kent the county’s ‘Collaborative Communities
Covid-19 Board’ has excelled.

Surely, nevertheless, with all the evidence of fundamental
flaws in our health and social care systems even before

coronavirus impacted, we do not want to return to how things
were.

The most important messages must be for our government.
Whatever we do locally, it needs government to act
differently if we are to benefit from the hard lessons of this
major jolt to all our lives.

I urge our local MPs and Government to consider these
actions:

Public Health

Promote good health as a priority. Listen to the professionals
who know what they are talking about, understand where
and why they might have different views, and then act.

Governments had for decades knowingly ignored advice
from public health professionals about pandemic threats and
the need for detailed preparation, even as recently as the
2016 ‘Exercise Cygnus’. We must presume that global
epidemics of infectious diseases will repeat. Be honest and
treat us as an adult population.
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The government has announced this week further measures
to ease the lockdown restrictions. These important steps can
be made because of the collective action we have taken to
restrict the spread of the virus. This has saved lives and
enabled the NHS to cope with the demands placed on it by
COVID-19. We have not seen here, as has been witnessed
in other countries, people being denied treatment for the
virus because of the lack of facilities to care for those in
severe need.
The lockdown has imposed a great many restrictions on our
movements and the ability of people to run their businesses.
It has changed our working lives, and our contact with family
members and close friends. Many people have suffered the
tragedy of losing loved ones without being able to say
goodbye. Yet we have endured this as part of a great
collective national effort to defeat the coronavirus. Rather
than acting on our instincts we have had to take precautions
and followed the public guidance to stay at home, in some
cases self-isolate, and to observe the social distancing
measures. Much as I would normally encourage people to
drive for half an hour, or longer, to enjoy our local beauty
spots, this time I would like to thank those who have stayed
away.
There are many people who have had to manage the
pressures of childcare whilst coping with these restrictions or
suffering from the virus. There are also many older residents
who have not left their homes for many weeks. I would like
to thank the community volunteers as well who have helped
people who cannot leave their homes, by arranging for food
or medicines to be delivered. Anyone who has needed help
has been able to simply pick up the phone or send an email
to one of our Community Hubs to get the assistance they
need.
However, looking forward, from 1st June the government
intends a cautious, phased re-opening of nurseries and
primary schools starting with the reception classes, Year 1
and Year 6, and then, from 15th June, ensuring secondary
pupils with exams next year get some time with their
teachers before their summer holidays. I know some of you
will be concerned about the safety of these measures.
However, for those schools who are confident that they can
work within the new requirements, I think it is important that
they do. I say that as well as the father of two children who
have been able to continue at school over the recent weeks,
because of my status as a key worker.
The government has also announced its intention to allow
outdoor markets and car showrooms to open from 1st June
as the risk of transmission of the virus is lower in these
outdoor and more open spaces. All other non-essential retail
businesses will be expected to be able to reopen from 15th
June if the Government’s five tests are met and they follow
the Covid-19 secure guidelines. It is hoped that businesses
in the hospitality sector will begin to re-open in July. This is
particularly important to our local economy and I am meeting
with the Tourism Minister this week to discuss the role of
ongoing government support for this sector.

Damian Collins

Our Man
In Westminster

Romney MarshTyres
Derek Linch -Sycamore Farm,
Old Romney, Kent TN29 9SY

www .romneymarshtyres.co.uk
Just enter your registration for our auto
tyre selector and get the best deal on a

new tyre for your car

Call: 01797 367717
or: 01797 364466
All makes of:
NEW Tyres
FREE
FITTING
FREE
BALANCING

Contamination at
the Warren.
By Jan Holben
Following severe bad weather earlier
in the year which contributed towards
coastal erosion along many areas of
the coast – on Wednesday 27th May
The Warren beach was closed to the
public by Folkestone & Hythe district
council over fears of contamination.
The Warren beach is a popular
visiting place for local people who
take their dogs for early morning
walks there, or for families to picnic
or look for fossils there.
The council notice to close The
Warren, announced mid week, was
received with shock by locals who
had visited this popular and unique
beauty spot over the recent warm
bank holiday weekend or before with
their families – with many
commenting on social media how
they had taken their children
swimming there only days ago and
they wanted to know if their children
would be ill.
On announcing the closure, the
district council said it is working
closely with the Environment Agency
to discover the extent of the possible
contamination after the sea was
found to have eroded part of the cliff
which included potentially hazardous

material – and confirmed that The
Warren would be closed from 27th

May until the level of contamination
was established.
Within a day of the first notice being
issued a further briefing was released
in response to the many alarmed
questions from local people who had
visited The Warren recently – wanting
to know what the contamination was
– some speculating that it could be
hospital waste as the area was used
for dumping rubbish in years passed.
The council advised that materials
discovered on the beach contained
asbestos which is now being urgently
treated by specialists. Experts are
also testing for any other potential
contaminants at the site. The council
confirmed that, based on current
information, the risk to
human or animal health is
low and they are
continuing to work with
the Environment Agency
to ensure the appropriate
actions are taken.
Leader of Folkestone &
Hythe District Council,
Councillor David Monk
said: “The safety of our
residents and visitors is
our first priority. I know
that the closure of this
part of the beach will be
inconvenient for many but

weʼd ask users to bear with us while
we establish the facts of the
situation“.
The situation is being treated as high
Priority – but for the time being The
Warren will remain closed and the
council strongly urges local people to
respect the signage and barriers that
have been put in place. Council
officers and staff from the
Environment Agency are working
hard to rectify the situation, but The
Warren beach must be made safe
before it can be reopened to the
public – and at this time it is not
known when that will be. The
contamination is not expected to
have spread to Sunny Sands beach or
other beaches in the area.
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Budgeting Tips
(or how to make your pennies work harder)

Scheme which
breathes new life
into vulnerable
adults

by Andrew South

The nation’s lockdown over the last
ten weeks has demonstrated that
there are some fantastic individuals
and groups doing amazing things in
our community.

Last week, I discovered another Kent
County Council (KCC) project which has
changed lives for hundreds of people in
the county, who have been
disadvantaged in some way, whether it’s
by learning difficulties, autism, dementia
or any number of mental health or
physical issues.

The Shared Lives scheme is 28 years
old in August and fills a unique gap in
the social care system between.
Supported living and residential care.
Approved hosts provide a roof over the
heads of those who need it, either on
short or long-term stays, from a couple
of days to permanent live-in residency.
Hosts can also provide a venue for as
little as a day depending on the user’s
requirements.

I visited the home of Pat Pettifer in
Redoubt Way, Dymchurch to see first-
hand how the scheme works and also
met Nicky Ray, Shared Lives’
Recruitment & Marketing Officer, based
at the service’s headquarters in Ashford.

“Hazel has been with me for 20 years
and Julie just two years, but it is a way
of life for me and my partner Dave,” Pat
tells me. “We are lucky enough to have
a large enough house to accommodate
these wonderful ladies, who would
otherwise struggle to lead fulfilling lives.”

Pat has a spare room to accommodate
occasional visits from Julie’s boyfriend,
which goes some way in being able to
provide a regular lifestyle.

Shared Lives has proved crucial in
helping vulnerable individuals to live as
normal a life as possible, even going on
holiday with their host families.

“The scheme is similar to fostering in a
way, but this is strictly for adults,” Nicky
explains. “It fills the gap between
supported living and social care, and

provides those in need with the stability
of a home for as long as they require it.
It is a genuinely good quality service.

“We currently have around 250 people
staying with 188 hosts in Kent, but we
are always looking for more hosts with
the right facilities, qualities and
background.”

Those qualities would seem to be those
of unending patience, understanding
and enduring sense of fun – as well as
the over-riding desire to care for other
people. Sadly, not all of us can boast
such extensive human characteristics.

The KCC project is part of a national
service which has around 2,000 such
people with these qualities who act as
hosts for those with the whole spectrum
of mental health, physical or learning
difficulties.

The Shared Lives Kent team of 12 in the
Ashford office works hard to match an
individual with needs to a host with the
suitable household, time and qualities.
Hosts can accommodate up to three
individuals.

“We look for and match the person with
a family who has the right skills and
characteristics to give the care and
support needed, and who can help with
day-to-day activities,” says Nicky. “They
will also be an all-important link to wider
social experiences and community
networks.”

For those who can provide a home,
there are significant benefits. Hosts
work from home on a self-employed
basis in a flexible and interesting job,
with a fantastic work-life balance. There
is a generous weekly remuneration and
there is ongoing training and support
from the Shared Lives team.

“It is a really fulfilling job,” says Pat.
“Those with needs who stay with their
hosts for any length of time become part
of the family. It is highly rewarding
– but not without its challenges!”

During my visit, Julie and Hazel
tuned in the Special Needs Group
(SiNG) session conducted every
Friday by the Marsh Choir’s Carly
Bryant, and by necessity, currently
on-line. It is one of the seven
choirs that Carly has created, and

its 30 members would normally meet in
the Hardy Hall in Lydd. The duo lustily
joined in with ‘She’ll be coming round
the mountain’ and ‘Dancing Queen’
among others – the joy, not only of their
singing, but also the safety and security
they have at Pat and Dave’s home was
evident.

Potential hosts will undergo rigorous
assessment to ensure that they are
matched with a compatible individual in
need of supported living. They will
receive free training in all aspects of the
care and support they will need to be
aware of, including First Aid, the Mental
Capacity Act, Safeguarding, Medication
and Data Protection.

But it is clear that for those who embark
on this particular route, it must be one of
the most rewarding jobs anyone could
have. And certainly for those vulnerable
adults who benefit from the service, they
will be part of a loving household,
become part of a local community and
find new confidence and assurance in
their lives.

The scheme is regulated by the Care
Quality Commission to ensure that
standards of care and service are
maintained. It received an ‘Outstanding’
accreditation for the way it is led in the
Commission’s latest assessment.

If you would like more information about
how to become a host for this fantastic
service, have a look in the first instance
at www.kent.gov.uk/jobs/kent-shared-
lives,

e-mail: sharedlives@kent.gov.uk or call
03000 412400.

Of all the wonderful work that is being
carried out across our district, this must
be up there with the best of them, and
provides a reminder that there are many
people doing great things in the
community.

Beauty Culture.
If you are short of money, or you don’t know how things are
going to pan out, beauty culture may be one of the parts of life
where you can cut down on expenditure.

Much of our attempts at enhancing our natural good looks have
been put on the back burner! We all have more hair than we
would choose, but is the face that looks back at you such a
disaster? No, it probably isn’t. Most of us aren’t putting on a lot
of make-up, and our faces may be healthier for it! We can
absorb the healthy rays of the sun, (with sun screen where
necessary) and let the sunshine do its work in helping us to stay
healthy. Being out in the fresh air is good for us, physically and
emotionally, and enables our bodies to metabolise calcium and
vitamin D.

Hair. Some people with coloured hair, have been able to touch
up their roots, but others have had to watch their natural colour
grow out. Maybe even forgotten what it was! If you are short of
money, how about leaving the natural colour, and just spending
some money on a good cut. Hair adverts are so absurd. I have
never in my life seen anyone with the unnatural mane you see in
adverts!!

Nails. Nail bars have been closed, and we are looking after
our own nails. Some people may have a stock of fancy nail

decorations, and done our best by ourselves, helped by older
daughters! But if money if tight, after everything has settled
down, how about a group of friends buying a lot of bits and
doing each other’s nails? You can save money, and have fun
girly session.

Make up. How much make up do we need in our box? If you
have become used to wearing less make up, keep it up, and you
will look just as good. Try using up you stock, before you feel
you have to rush out and buy a whole new batch. Make up does
“go off” so chuck out anything that has been there for years, that
you bought on a whim, and never really used. Get used to your
face without make up, remember every person has equal value,
you don’t need to look like a model to have a place in society.

Age. It always helps in the inner happiness world, to come to
terms with your age. Whether you are 17, or 46 or 72, you are
what you are. Modern society seems to have a problem with
accepting age. Why? The thrust of advertising is always to get
rid of lines, and blemishes and signs of age. You will be much
happier, and better off, if you just ignore all the adverts, and
come to terms with where you are in life. To make the best of
your looks, adopt a healthy lifestyle, eat a well- balanced diet,
cutting out too much sugar, fat and salt. Make an effort to lose
weight, if you are overweight.

(Note. THERE ARE NO MAGIC BULLETS. Sustained weight
loss is only achieved by healthy eating) Make sure you get at
least 7 hours sleep. Get regular exercise, and de-stress your life,
if necessary. And of course, quit smoking if you still smoke, NHS
always ready to help. That will do more for your skin, than any
cream.



The Romney
Marsh Community
Support Hub
celebrates VE day
26 May 2020
On Friday 8 May, and despite the
lockdown restrictions in place, the
Romney Marsh Community Hub pulled
out all the stops to help the community
commemorate the 75th anniversary of
Victory in Europe Day.

The Hub, together with Action with
Communities in Rural Kent, delivered
100 VE Day tea boxes across the
Marsh. The boxes contained
homemade VE Day cupcakes and
activities, including a postcard, which
residents were encouraged to complete
with their memories of VE day in 1945.

At 11am, the Hub team and volunteers -
in the Centre and out and about -
observed the two-minute national
silence, held to remember the
declaration of victory and the end of the
Second World War in Europe.

A very special guest arrived, Her
Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II (!), and
although there were no official
handshakes, her appearance certainly
put smiles on faces.

Jon Wilson is the CEO of the Romney
Marsh Day Centre, home to the
Romney Marsh Community Support
Hub:

“Marking VE day against the backdrop
of the Corona Virus pandemic was not
something any of us could have
foreseen when this Bank Holiday was
first announced some 18 months ago.
We are still faced with so much
uncertainty – and a great many in our
community remain hugely vulnerable -
but we felt it was important to try to instil
some element of joy to this day and give
thanks to those who contributed to the
war effort at home and abroad, and

remember those who made the ultimate
sacrifice to give us the peace that we
have enjoyed since 1945.”

“Our boxes contained postcards, and
we have been delighted that so many
have been completed and returned to
us with memories from 8 May 1945.
One memory from Gladys - Ivychurch
recounts “I was outside Buckingham
Palace with thousands of very happy
people. The King and Queen came out
on the Balcony and planes flew over.
Everyone was singing and dancing. We
chatted to people who were so happy
the war was over. It was such a lovely
day -we took at picnic but there were so
many people we had to eat standing up
– there was nowhere to sit -it still seems
just like yesterday.”

MAYhem @ Camp
David!!..
Wot – Camp David on Romney Marsh?
Yes, in New Romney and
to be more precise 1st New Romney
Scout Group. Unable to take
part in regular Face 2 Face Scouting
Beavers, Cubs, Scouts and Explorers
have been earning badges by continuing
the Scouting Adventure in the safety of
their own homes. Kent Scouts
challenged groups to get as many
people camping outside during the
month of May, but due to the current
circumstances it was changed to
‘MAYhem @ Home’, a virtual Camp.
Organised by Akela, Zoe, Camp was
based around the theme of Superheroes
and we had several who were brave
enough to take part.
As a taster virtual ‘MAYhem’ Camp ran a
campfire online on Saturday 16th May.
This provided a great opportunity for
Groups across the County to share and
learn some new campfire songs.

Scouting teaches
Skills for Life, our
Young People are
always ready to
rise to a
Challenge and
the Leaders were
amazed to see
how they
embraced the
latest one.
Camps ranged
from tented
homes, deluxe
versions,
wigwams,
trampolines, dens

indoors, camping in - under the dining
room table – the list was endless. Camp
gadgets were built from newspaper flag
poles to virtual campfires including those
on TV screens. Camp Cook only had
one to cater for this year but across the
area bacon butties; hot chocolate; eggy
bread; reef knot jelly laces and the ever
popular s’mores were favourites.

Comments from the young people – We
had a blast! Funtastic time. Loved the
chocolate s’mores and jelly lace reef
knots…..

Summing up the adventure Group
Chairperson Caroline Allen said ‘It’s
been wonderful to see our young people
and volunteers embrace a new way of
Scouting.

We wanted to keep Scouting going and
that’s just what the youngsters are
doing. It’s great for us all to stay
connected, see others taking part and
having some much needed fun.
Feedback from parents has been
positive and very much appreciated. It’s

also been great to see families who are
not part of Scouts join in and experience
the fun and friendship that Scouts is all
about.

With face to face activities postponed
for the time being, The Great Scouting
Adventure continues with The Great
Indoors – 100+ user friendly, fun and
totally free activities to do in the safety of
your own homes – open to anyone,
check out - scouts.org.uk – The Great
Indoors. Locally, Leaders are keeping
in contact with quizzes, games and
meetings on social media platforms, via
email, website challenge tasks and
virtual Camps. If you would like to take
part as an adult or young person please
contact your local group: Lydd; New
Romney; St Mary’s Bay or Dymchurch -
via Romney Marsh District Scouts
webpage: https://www.romneymarshsco
uts.org.uk/
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Beach hut set
ablaze
Three fire appliances attended a fire at
a beach hut on the Greens at
Greatstone on Thursday morning.
Although not confirmed, it is thought to
have been an arson attack. The Hut
which is leased from New Romney
Town Council was completely
destroyed and an adjoining hut also

badly damaged. With tinder dry
conditions, firefighters sprayed water
on nearby huts to stop them also going
up in flames. This was the second fire

in a matter of days that the local
firefighters had attended, with a major
fire destroying a wooden barn further
along the coast at Littlestone the
previous Monday evening.
A spate of fires across the district have
occurred over the recent weeks and
three sheds were destroyed at a local
allotment last week.
A Kent Fire and Rescue statement
stated: “It's believed embers from an
earlier bonfire caused one shed to
catch alight and the flames then
spread to the other outbuildings and
neighbouring fences. The current
advice is to avoid having bonfires, but
if you do choose to have one, please

do so safely. Bonfires should be kept
to a manageable size and lit well away
from any property, trees, or fences.
And be sure not to leave any
controlled burning unattended and
dampen down the area once you're
done. Also, it's always best to inform
your neighbours in advance to avoid
any concern.”



Frighteningly, it seems we have also now created a nation
of paranoid curtain-twitchers, cowering behind their nets,
reporting on neighbours’ “transgressions” - and social
media trolls are now at hysteria level.
Everybody has their own truth; we all have our own coping
mechanisms.
I personally couldn’t give a monkey’s if Fred Bloggs at
number 11 has made ten trips to B&Q and back in one
day, nor do I give a rat’s behind if Doris next door had her
grandchildren around to visit. After all, if she’s been self
isolating for weeks and so have her family, who the hell
else’s business is it?

To be perfectly honest, I am not alone in thinking and
saying that this whole business has gone on too long and
neither am I the only one who is deeply sceptical about
the way in which the COVID death figures have been
recorded.
With scientists and doctors right across the world
conflicting, who are politicians to make these kinds of
monumental decisions?
Of course, I am not advocating raves on the beach or
huge gatherings in the park but come on now, a little
common sense applied, social distancing, hand washing:
antibody testing, ANYTHING that means we can return to
our lives in a safe, sensible way, surely is not beyond the
capabilities of the average person (whatever that is!)
I am personally appalled at the way the handling of this
crisis appears to have affected far more people and
devastated more lives than if it had been approached in a
calm and sensible manner instead of the worldwide panic
stations whose inconsistency across the globe has been
truly shocking.
When I think of how people struggled through world wars
and the pandemics of previous years, WITHOUT
buzzwords, social media, self appointed moral guardians
and conspiracy theorists, I find it truly amazing that some
of those individuals are still with us!
Of course, all this is my PERSONAL opinion. However,
another aspect of this crisis that has been truly revealing
is the levels to which we are now all subjected to the
Orwellian “two minutes’ hate” if we refuse to take part in
”groupthink”.
I find the “daily briefings” (which I do NOT watch daily)
mind-numbingly repetitive and the constant “warnings” on
devices, the buzzwords and phrases and the towering
figure of Nanny State that looms out of our “telescreens”
utterly demoralising.
Go against any of these on social media and you might as
well have hurled yourself head first into a pool of piranha.
The Twitter troll feeding frenzy and the Facebook
fishwives are in full overdrive.
Even George Orwell couldn’t have made this one up.
As I said in the last issue, we now need to use this to
highlight who WE are and reclaim our right to freedom of
speech, thought and movement and remember that
wanting to save our economy is not a “thoughtcrime”. Nor
does it make us “murderers”.
It’s simple: no economy, no NHS, no quality of life.
So let us begin to take back our freedoms and liberties as
we come out of this.
We must never surrender them again.

Contact The Looker with your views on the news.
Email: info@thelooker.co.uk
Or post to:
The Looker, 10 Mulberry Court, Grand Parade, New
Romney, Kent. TN28 8LZ

I have been working from home now for 2 months. I really
enjoy it. I have such lovely views to look out on.
I have been supporting local businesses and get all my
vegetables delivered by Savages every week. Also Bakery
64 deliver my bread, milk and even cheese. Also I had a
birthday during this time nothing exciting but I treated myself
to some gorgeous cupcakes made by Penfold Cakes.
I think this is the time that we should be supporting
everything British and showing that we can stand in are own
feet and also shows that coming out of Brexit we can grow.
I know what I have said has not been much as so many
people have lost so much but do feel we need to stick
together and support everything local as possible and I am
sure we will get through this.
Regards
A very keen reader of Looker.

Dear Looker,
Spending 24/7 with your partner and/or family, I wish.
Thousands of people like me are living alone and elderly. I
have a small disability and we are the ones that know the
true meaning of isolation - no-one to talk to or share a meal
with, or even watch TV and discuss programmes with. As
for people with a partner, I can't see that it's made much
difference. They can go out together, go for a drive
together, and even to the shops, but I realise people don't
understand. You have to experience something to get an
idea what people are going through. I have good friends
and neighbours who get my shopping, but a
quick chat on the doorstep, hardly
compensates for company! I am eighty-seven
years of age, and that is my story.
PS. I know we have to have this isolation for
everyone's benefit. It's just knowing that it's
much harder for some.
Yours Sincerely,
E. Hutton.

Lockdown
- rewriting Orwell’s 1984
By Kim Gandy

As we approach the gradual return to a “new normality”, I
grow increasingly perturbed.
I have listened to - and read - hundreds of people’s
comments on the subject of both COVID and the lockdown
and am now wondering if this whole episode has robbed
many people of their grip on reality.
My concern has been heightened by the rabid ferocity of the
hate campaign levelled at Boris’s chief adviser Dominic
Cummings this past few days.
What is even more disturbing is the level of venom
emanating from the mainstream media, both newspaper
and TV and the even more outrageous behaviour of the so
called “Wokeist” Left, whose death threats and sheer hatred
calls into question the sanity of such people.
Of course, we witness this at local level on certain social
media local group pages, with name-calling, spitefests and
even targeted threats from trolls with nothing better to do.
I am seriously concerned about how the mainstream media
has degenerated into rumour-mongering, deliberately
misleading headlines, race-baiting, finger-pointing and
outright lies, so much so that I have long since stopped
buying newspapers and now avoid mainstream news and
current affairs programmes like the plague (no tasteless pun
intended).
At street level, the lockdown has created more problems
than it aimed to solve, with cancelled operations, suicides,
lost jobs and businesses and an economy in nosedive. Add
to that the mental health of people who haven’t seen
another soul in weeks, spiralling domestic and child abuse
and we are set to spend a long time working our way out of
this.

13. The greatest pleasure comes from the smallest of
things as we re-calibrate our lives.
14, Losing your best friend hurts just as must as you
dreaded it would be. That WhatsApp call is never coming
again.
15. If you follow your heart and your gut instinct, be honest
& true, and give the people what they want.
16. Never listening to the news on TV or radio makes for a
far happier life.
17. A number of the people on Twitter & Facebook are
genuinely, certifiably insane. The fact that they have
access to a laptop does not make them 'experts'. They are
still the same raving lunatics they are dangerous idiots.
18. Hoovering, dusting, washing up, doing the laundry may
indeed be mundane, but it retains a standard of self-
respect.
19. Humour is the most wonderful gift. Treasure it. Nurture
it. Cherish it.
20. In the end, everyone must rely on themselves. Dig
deep, Roll with the punches. Don't look for logic. Look life
straight in the eye & just laugh at its absurdity. If you find
love, grab it by the lapels & hold on for dear life.
21. Most important of all, a Partagas D4 Havana cigar
accompanied by an Auchentoshan American Oak is the
answer to every problem.
All the best
R Kane

Dear Looker,
Doing a round cycle trip
from New Romney to
Dymchurch and back on a
lovely evening, at St.
Mary’s Bay on the return
trip, an aggressive male
cyclist in the "I am a
proper cyclist gear",
hurtled towards me as I
was on my return journey
along the sea wall. I tried
to stop and avoid him (I
am the one who stops,
gets off the path, does a
two metre swerve around
everyone). On this
occasion I could not do it
and I had a bad fall. He
kept going. A kind lady at the scene asked if I was ok, and
another at Littlestone who spotted my leg wound as i
cycled home. I am 61 and have a heart condition, asthma,
and osteo-arthritis. Luckily I fell on to my right hip (my left
has a replacement hip) and due to being on two anti
coagulants, I bruise very very easily. I wept with shock and
anger. As an ex-nurse I dressed the wound myself and I
went to the wonderful team at the Royal Victoria Hospital
minor injuries unit reluctantly to get it checked and
redressed. My message is, "What happened to ‘be kind’
and ‘lets all pull together". "Where are these streets filled
with love"? My experience is sadly there are still too many
aggressive Covid19 type idiots out there. Ignorance and
arrogance. It is these people who will prolong this horribly
challenging time. It is their selfish behaviour that add to
the extreme challenges faced by all front line workers on a
daily basis, and causes stress to others. Remember,
"Being Kind is Free."
Yours sincerely,
(Name Supplied).

I do not wish to give my name but we moved here just a
year ago to Dymchurch. It is such a lovely place everyone
is so friendly and always has time to chat.

Dear Looker,
Now the Lockdown is starting to ease and working practice
is trying to provide a service to our fellow Citizens, by
opening certain parts of our commercial outlets, the
Education sector is hoping to restart "Teaching" Teachers.
I have spoken to some (with whom I have a very healthy
respect) and have been concerned with the disruption to
their pupils education. Although schools are coaching as
much as possible via digital technology, plus having their
schools open for pupils whose parents are front line
workers and children who have special requirements.
Unfortunately, school interaction sadly has been lacking,
which in the current situation is understandable. To start
opening our education facilities is one of the priorities of
any Government. Scientific evidence so far, is providing
conflicting signals. Some experts have stated that COVID
19 does not affect young children, but my question is, if a
pupil is a carrier, could they infect a member of the staff, or
their close members of the family. I don't wish to prolong
this point of view, but if the experts in the higher echelons
of Scientific Academia cannot agree, who's advice do we
take. The teaching profession in the UK is highly thought
of and their input has been sought. To my knowledge and
research, 78% of the staff would like to have a short term
of engagement within the school. As a teacher told me,
"We know how to prepare for the future and how to plan
our routine, plus we are very much aware of our
responsibility."
Kind regards,
Michael Lyons (Hythe)

Dear Looker,
In this time of utter insanity, it's jolly impressive reading
everyone's marvellous achievements during lockdown /
isolation - decorating, crafts, DIY, bread-making, cake-
making, so here's what I have learned over the past eight
weeks,
1. Drinking wine straight from the bottle does not condemn
you straight to Hell. It just saves on the washing up.
2. Melted cheese on toast with Colman's English Mustard
is the best thing ever.
3. Having a dog helps retain what little semblance of
normality still exists.
4. I have never, ever had chocolate in my home. I now
require it nightly.
5. I never, ever, have bread in my home. I now require it
every day.
6. A single malt around 11:30 every night is essential if
you're going to be watching TV until 4am. Every night.
7. On balance, the majority of movies on Netflix & Amazon
are risible & god only knows how these people became
writers, actors or directors.
8. No one is observing the two metre social distancing
rule, so carrying a very heavy, long wooden staff & yelling
"Go Away" is extremely cathartic. Especially to sweating,
panting, joggers. Wanna own the pavement & the road?
Get past me first, as you run with your "I'm on my way to
Calvary" expression.
9. Mock if you will, but the little corner shop have been
utterly brilliant. Helpful. Friendly. Supportive. No queues.
10. Zoom is like real life - it can be utterly delightful or as
dull & boring as hell.
11. Pottering around & tending to potted plants everyday
on a terrace is both therapeutic & life-affirming.
12. Audible UK & their wonderful range of books is the
greatest thing since the Big Bang.
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Romney Marsh from the air
A look at the Romney Marsh from a different perspective. Photos from John Wimble & John Harmer

The Romney
Marsh Poetry
Collection

The trustees at the IMOS Foundation have
been putting together a collection of poems
written on or about the Romney Marsh.
Some of the poets are very significant
names and include Shakespeare, Rudyard
Kipling, John Davidson, U. A. Fanthorpe
and others. Further works are by less well
known poets some of whom live locally. In
this time of seclusion and enforced
reflection caused by the Corona virus we
are delighted to invite all and any to find
their muse, to try their hand or to dig out a
long lost masterpiece and to submit it for
assessment and possible publication in the
forthcoming volume.

Submit your work to poetry editor,
Gavin Macdonald

enquiries@imosfoundation.org
01797 363099

Here are four examples of poems written
by local people, visitors to the Marsh and
volunteers for the charity and one by the
great bard himself, William Shakespeare.

Romney Marsh
by Bridget Nolan

All is still.
I cannot move, engulfed by this awe
Which keeps my boots anchored in the

damp grass.
The yellow sun bleeds across the sky

Like a broken egg yolk.
The rays, yet bright and weakly warm
Bring water to my eyes as I scan the

horizon.
I taste the salt in the air as it dries my lips.

A wind-crippled tree hunches over,
Its back speckled with splashes of bright

lichen.
The tree, condemned to never change

direction.
Beyond, Romney sheep stand dotted

about the lush pasture
Like puffs of steam streaked with coal.
Their lambs gently bleat for reassurance.
I watch as the first curls of mist begin to roll

in from the sea
And I can hear the ghostly whistle of past

steam trains.
Underneath my feet, I can feel the faint

pulse
Of dead hamlets and lives forgotten.

But there, some way off, historical
testimony

In the remains of Hope All Saints Church
All erect, like members of a ghostly

congregation.
Still standing. Still Hope.

A solitary bird wheels overhead
So, for a moment, I feel less alone.

The yellow fingers of the sun grow thinner
And a darkness grows over my vista.
I make my way home through the dusk
And, as I push through the here and now,
The past falls around my shoulders

Like a comfortable blanket
As, one by one, the stars show themselves

And light my way home.

The German Sailor By James Essinger

Outside, beyond the double glazing
Of this house on Romney Marsh -
This comfy, wealthy home with

Warm rooms, settees and armchairs
And a larder full of food - tonight,

Past midnight, I sit here alone and hear
The rain and wind cry all around me,

Blowing endlessly out to sea
And marshwards, across the dykes

And jet-black fields of melancholy sheep.
And I remember, a year or so ago
Walking, alone, in the graveyard

Of the old, old church here in New Romney
One winter afternoon, and seeing

The tombstone of a young German sailor -
I think he was seventeen or so -
Who died while in harbour here

About a century ago. I don't know how;
Maybe a foolish punch in a tavern

Did more harm than the puncher meant,
Or perhaps some fever, caught at sea,
Shrivelled his life into a coffined husk.

I think of him now, while I'm safe here and
warm

I think of him lying alone and cold -
His neighbour’s skulls and jigsaw bones -

Out in the darkness and the wind,
Far from home forever,

Here, in a salty part of this foreign marsh -
Where tonight, to my surprise,

I feel at home.

SONNET 60
by William Shakespeare

Like as the waves make towards the
pebbled shore,

So do our minutes hasten to their end;
Each changing place with that which goes

before,
In sequent toil all forwards do contend.

Nativity, once in the main of light,
Crawls to maturity, wherewith being

crown'd,
Crooked eclipses 'gainst his glory fight,
And Time, that gave, doth now his gift

confound.
Time doth transfix the flourish set on youth,
And delves the parallels in beauty's brow,
Feeds on the rarities of nature's truth,
And nothing stands but for his scythe to

mow.
And yet to times in hope my verse shall

stand,
Praising thy worth, despite his cruel hand.

Morning Poem At All Saints
by Briony Kapoor

I am a happy lady
Walking on my land

My boots are good and solid
My tea is in my hand

I can see my donkey
She brays when she sees me

I can’t give her a titbit
Because I’m drinking tea

It’s early morning dawn time
Quite gorgeous in the sky
It’s just like that inside me
My heart is rising high

I have to do the dung now
The geese are eating grain

The barrow’s old and crumpled
There’s been a bit of rain

I’m standing in the field now
The donkey’s come across

Some birds are watching from the side
The sheep are in a posse

These are such precious mornings
Where would you want to be?
Collecting dung effectively
Is good enough for me.

The IMOS Foundation is a locally
based charity and has been
responsible for all the following

projects:

The Romney Marsh Flag
The Mural Painting Trail
around New Romney
The Hope All Saints

Sculpture Heritage Park out
towards Ivychurch
The Romney Marsh

Tapestry
Two European Projects
The Writer and Artist in
Residence Programmes

Top: Brookland station was opened in 1881. It originally had two platforms and a passing loop. One platform and the loop was
taken up many years ago and it is now a private residence.

Bottom: St. Mary the Virgin Church, St. Mary-in-the-Marsh. The author of ‘The Railway Children’, Edith Nesbit, is buried in the
Churchyard.



Pixies and dragons
Over the last month I have noticed the waterbodies across
the Marsh and the wider countryside come alive with the
flutter of wings. Not the wings of wetland birds as you may
first think, but of the emerging insects that have been
living in the depths of the ponds, pools, ditches and
streams.

It is hard to go for a walk across the Romney Marsh
without stumbling upon, or into (as was regularly the case
last winter), a
waterbody of some
kind. It isn’t until
the spring and
summer that we
are reminded of
how incredibly
important these
features are for
wildlife. If you
wander down to a
healthy freshwater
ditch on a late evening you are likely to hear a chorus of
marsh frogs and reed warblers chatting away, and if you
are really lucky you may even spot a water vole or
kingfisher.

On one of my most recent walks, I was lucky enough to
stumble upon a ditch that was alive with wildlife. The most
impressive of which for me was the beautiful demoiselles
parading along the ditch. In my opinion, these damselflies
are truly one of the most beautiful creatures that we can
come across in the UK; their shimmering blue/green
bodies and wings glimmer in the sunlight, akin to a
hummingbird. As they fluttered along the ditch, I could
hear the faint clapping of their wings and a thought came
to me: they must be the closest thing we have in nature to
pixies.

Earlier on in May, I came across another similar spectacle
in my own back
garden, where I
witnessed broad-
bodied chaser
dragonflies
emerging from my
small 1 x 1.5m wide
pond. Having only
put the pond in last
year and having not
seen this species
nearby, I was
amazed to find that
they had
discovered the tiny water feature so quickly. And they
weren’t the only ones, there were also newts busy laying
eggs and hoverflies feeding on the insects emerging from
the surface of the water. So, if you have run out of ideas of
things to do in your own garden, I would recommend
having a go at putting in a simple water feature, anything
from a small bowl to a lined pond. Wildlife isn’t fussy, they
will love living there either way.

Steff D’Agorne
Romney Marsh Ranger
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‘I had excellent cancer care
during the coronavirus
pandemic’
A patient who had cancer surgery during the coronavirus
outbreak has praised staff for looking after her and keeping
her safe.
Nan White, 73, was treated by consultants Andy Nordin
and Rema Iyer for vulval cancer, with her operation taking
place at the Kent and Canterbury Hospital on Monday, 4
May.
She had to stay on St Lawrence Ward for two nights and
said the care was excellent.
Mrs White, from Hythe, said: “I was dealt with
extraordinarily quickly.
“It only took a couple of weeks from the first examination
and biopsy with Miss Iyer to the operation, and in that time
I had a CT scan, MRI scan and PET scan.
“Although my husband couldn’t come with me to any of the
scans or biopsies it felt very safe and they kept me as
separate as possible.”

Mrs White was tested for COVID-19 before having her
operation, which was only able to proceed once the results
were known.
Cancer operations have been taking place at the Kent and
Canterbury Hospital throughout the pandemic, with staff on
St Lawrence ward adapting to look after recovering
patients rather than their usual orthopaedic cases.
She said: “I was looked after very well. I could tell it wasn’t
usually a cancer ward as they had a lot of literature about
hip and knee replacements but they were fantastic.
“They were all gowned up so I felt very safe. We have
been looked after ever so well throughout.”

The NEW Litter On The
Block PPE
We’ve all become very familiar with the term PPE, Personal
Protective Equipment and it’s importance in combating
COVID-19 on the frontline, the lack of it debated at length by
politicians and the global acceptance of everyday people
wearing disposable masks and gloves whilst out to get their
groceries.

PPE has had a very important part to play during this
pandemic, keeping people protected against this virus,
helping those most vulnerable to stay safe.

Why, however, has this Personal, Protective, Equipment,
now become the new litter! Gloves and face masks
recklessly discarded outside shops, in car parks, along
roadsides and on the beach. Selfishly abandoned for
someone else to deal with, no regard for keeping others safe
and protected against the possible transmission of a deadly
virus.

Yes, they are a disposable item, but please encourage
people to dispose of ALL litter responsibly, especially
something which could be harbouring germs that could, quite
possibly contribute to the spread of a deadly virus.

Until we know for certain how long the coronavirus continues
to live on surfaces we must assume that all discarded litter
may be contaminated. It has been very hard for our litter

picking group these past 8 weeks, to walk on by littered
pathways but it was a risk too great and unsafe for our
dedicated members to take.

However, these past weeks, since the governments
announcement encouraging those who can do so safely, to
return to work, we have under strict health and safety
guidelines, started to clear the litter from our streets and
countryside once again. Somewhat ironically, we find
ourselves picking up a huge volume of the very PPE we are
pleased to be wearing ourselves whilst we litter pick.

Litter in any shape or form is not acceptable and causes
harm to the environment but discarded PPE (gloves and
masks) carrying the potential threat of passing on a deadly
virus is utterly irresponsible and
selfish and shows complete
disregard for the safety of others.

Yet again I am shocked by the
behaviour of mankind, why do
some continue to conduct
themselves in this way with no
thought spared for others around
them or any compassion for their
community and countryside.
When will people see we are
purely caretakers of this world, we must nurture and maintain
it for the next generation we leave behind. Be kind, not just
to the people around you but to this planet we all call home.
Stay alert, control the virus by taking your litter home, which
will help save lives and our planet.

Eric Brown
Romney Marsh
Litter Picker

s

G. NEWING
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58 Queens Road • Littlestone
New Romney • Kent • TN28 8LY

Home Phone 01797 361988
Mobile Phone 07768 072065
Domestic and commercial installations
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Fire alarm, emergency lighting
and security lighting
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Your
friendly
local
print
supplier

Whatever yourrequirementswecanhelp:
BusinessCards,Stationery, Banners, Posters, Flyers, Leaflets,
Calendars,Brochures, Magazines…absolutelyanything
We takecareofprint, youtakecareofbusiness

01797329012/07535328717
hugh@amberprintservices.co.uk

Gratitude for key
service workers
put in the frame

by Andrew South

When the lockdown arrived back in
March, work for Bev Saunders at
Edge Bespoke Picture Framing in
Castle Avenue, Hythe, came to a halt,
as it did for many businesses. But
rather than come to a complete
standstill, Bev, as a creative
individual wondered how she could
help the community to celebrate the
work of the NHS, care workers and
other essential services.

“Although I had some work to finish off,
there was no more new work coming in,”
Bev told me from her studio. “But I had
quite a few left-over frame mouldings,
and came up with the idea of a ‘Thank
You Gallery’.

“I asked people locally to provide a
picture, photo or whatever they would
like, to publicly show their appreciation
of the work of our key workers in difficult
and challenging circumstances.”

She asked neighbours to provide
pictures to a maximum of 130mm by
60mm (approximately five inches by
two-and-a-half) depicting an image
which represents their gratitude for
essential workers.

“I framed the images and displayed
them on our fence outside the Edge
studio. There are around 90 framed
pictures on display at the moment, but
there is plenty of room for more,
especially in
portrait style,”
says Bev.

Word spread,
and artists
have
contributed
their work
from all over
Kent, and
one artist
from
Merseyside
has sent their
work. A
picture
framer in
Esher in
Surrey has
also taken up
the idea, so
there are signs that Bev’s initiative may
spread far and wide. The Thank You
Gallery was featured in the ‘i’ newspaper

last weekend.

“But this is really about our local
community – anyone is welcome to
contribute something that demonstrates
their appreciation of our key services of
every type. I set up a table with markers
for local children to provide a piece of
work, and they have been really
engaged in the project!

“It’s been really exciting receiving a
fabulous variety of creative work
including photographs, cartoons,
paintings, drawings, sketches, collage,
doodles and even cross stitch and fused
glass. Some images have arrived as
digital files which I can then print out.”
As the collection has grown, Bev has
been taking photographs regularly and
posting on social media, with artists
acknowledged and their online presence
shared. She expects to keep the gallery
‘open’ for as long as the lockdown
continues, so the pictures should be on
display for a while yet.

“I’d like to think this was a good way to
brighten everyone’s lives and
acknowledge everyone going above and
beyond to save lives and keep life
moving,” adds Bev.

The project has its own hashtag
#thankyougallery2020, but can be seen
in person at 3, Castle Avenue in Hythe.

While this is a lovely community project
to keep Bev occupied for the time-being,
no doubt she will be keen to resume her
business as a professional bespoke
framer of treasured artwork,
photography, textiles, collections,
treasured possessions – or anything
else that needs preserving and
displaying. More information is available
at: www.edgeframing.co.uk.

Susie Coupar gives us some
handy tips
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Isolation
Surrey - 8th March 2020 – (No. 318)

A frosted morning, burned gold by the morning sun

For us, another day in isolation has begun

Yet violets are generously scattered down the bank

And as glorious gorse begins to flower ~ still my heart
gives thanks

A pheasant on his morning round proudly struts ahead

I’m grateful to relish these sights, as spring gently lifts
her head

As daffodils nod encouragement, my heart fills again
with love

Small birds flit, calling out to all, and a Buzzard soars
above

Be thankful in these fearful times that nature keeps on
giving

Though no aircraft fly; and few cars journey, I am simply
content ~ to be living

The rugby field is desolate, no cries of laughter from
boys

No riotous noise or whistle blowing, no shouts of
parental joy

It’s time to wake to nature’s call and begin to
acknowledge her needs

How selfish we humans have become, festering in our
greed

Mother Nature knows our dilemma but at present she
cares not

Earth is taking a well-earned rest, whether we like it

…or not

Patricia Irvine

Author of: In Light and In Shade

www.patriciairvine.co.uk

Churches Round-up
There is obviously no activity in the church buildings, and
won’t be for the foreseeable future. The Canterbury Diocese
has allowed priests and other staff into the churches, for
physical inspections, with social distancing in place. But the
internet continues to meet a need, for many Christians, with
churches running internet services and links to Youtube
becoming common. Leaders are trying out new things, and
different ways of doing things. Many churches are reporting
that more people are tuning in, that would ever come to a
church building, and being blessed and inspired by what
they are watching and hearing. So every cloud has a silver
lining. Some people who haven’t access to the internet, are
finding comfort in traditional broadcast services, on TV and
radio.

What of the future? Although society is tentatively opening
up, church as we have known it in the past, will be a long
time coming back. The local crematorium at Charing is
allowing 15 mourners to funerals, an improvement on many
that only allowed a handful. Funerals are still very restricted,
with social distancing, no singing or touching the coffin.
Unless you are Quaker, worship has always involved
singing, and this will be a big burden for churches to take on
board, if they are allowed back, but with no singing.
Listening to a recording is a poor substitute!

Without the warmth of shared fellowship, contact and
refreshments, one wonders if it could work. Speakers and
the people taking part in the service would also need to
raise their voices, even with mics, possibly spreading the
virus. We may have to get used to a “new normality” The
church is often resistant to change, so maybe this crisis will
force change on us! They say it is an ill wind that blows
nobody any good. Don’t forget, for regular church goers, the
financial needs of the church, that we mentioned last week.
Most churches will come to the end of the crisis in “dire
straights” and some may face closure.

Even if there is no main service or events, the churches are
still there running the food banks, and offering help to
anyone who needs it.

Food banks.
New Romney. Tuesdays, 5.30-7pm. Romney Marsh
Community Church building, North Street. If you need help
feeding your family, or on any other problem, ring the
church office on 01797 366855.

Lydd. Fridays, 6.30-7.30pm in the Hardy Hall. Skinner
Road. If you need help feeding your family, or help with
anything else, ring Rev Chris on 01797 320345.

Church Chuckle.
Two Sunday fishermen were fishing on a river bank on a
lovely morning. In the distance they could hear church bells
ringing. One said to the other, “do you ever feel guilty, like
we ought to be in church instead of fishing?” The other one
rebaited his hook, and said “Well, I couldn’t go anyway, my
wife is sick”

Wit and wisdom.
“If there is one thing more infectious than the virus, it is
hope”

Dr Francis Collins, renowned geneticist and physician and
Templeton Prize Winner 2020 (for humanity)



Local Wild Animal Park
does its bit to stop
African Poachers
Port Lympne wild animal park the Kent animal conservation
charity is supporting a campaign to dehorn hundreds of
rhinos following an 'alarming' rise in poaching since the
Covid-19 outbreak.

The Aspinall Foundation - which runs animal parks'
Howletts, near Canterbury, as well as the Port Lympne,
near Hythe - is part of the 'Rhino Rescue 2020' project,
believed to be the largest and fastest dehorning campaign
ever conducted.

The project is a response to a rise in the number of
animals being poached in Africa since March, in wake of
the coronavirus pandemic.

Following a sudden drop in tourists in Africa due to travel
restrictions, poachers have seized the opportunity to run
rife across some reserves, gunning down the black and
white rhino in areas previously protected by the presence
of holiday-makers.

The vast number of job losses in the local communities due
to the virus crisis is also understood to be contributing to a
poaching surge.

After being approached by Rhino 911, which provides
emergency helicopter rescue to rhinos injured or orphaned
due to poaching and other injuries, the Aspinall Foundation
will now assist in dehorning hundreds of rhinos.

The method is a broadly accepted anti-poaching
intervention in Africa, which aims to reduce the reward for
poachers.

A vet will sedate the animal, before using an electric saw to
remove the horn, which is made up of keratin, the same as
hair and nails. It does not hurt the rhino and the entire
procedure is done within 20 to 30 minutes.

Horns grow back in the space of three years and previous
studies have shown that dehorning does not negatively

affect the animal.

And the charity insists that the "decision has not been
taken lightly" and was initiated by the park management
authorities, who consulted with a wide range of industry
specialists before this course of action was recommended.

Damian Aspinall trying to stop the poaching
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By Vince Shell

ROSE GAS & NOVAGAS
Service & satisfaction above expectation!

I f y ouhaveaBu lkLPGTankbut are not yet
a valued customer of ours –

isn’t it time you switched supplier?
If your existing contract has -or is about to expire,

contact us for a no obligationquote
and survey before winterstarts.
Call 01233 733130 for Kent
or 01825 732655 in Sussex

We do all the work for youwithoutcharge –
domestic users will even keep their tank.

bulkgas@novagas.co.uk

Two of the parks own Rhinos at Port Lympne

Horns are removed under sedation and the aimals welfare is not effected

I've got three gems from Sky/Now TV for you and
as long as you can suspend belief these three will
give you an adrenaline filled rollercoaster ride. First
up:

Fast & Furious Presents: Hobbs and Shaw
- Cert 12A

Take a popular film franchise add three top actors
and add car chases and explosions galore and you
can't go wrong. Luke Hobbs (Dwayne 'The Rock'
Johnson) and Deckard Shaw (Jason Statham) form
an unlikely alliance to take on the global threat of
genetically modified rogue soldier Brixton (Idris
Elba) The
story is irrelevant as this is 2hr 16min of high octane
action. Like other buddy movies the one liners flow
like a Tim Vine show and Johnson and Statham are
able to deliver the quickfire gags while flexing their
muscles and bashing bad guys. Elba proves to be a
worthy adversary and probably scores himself a few
Bond points in the process. A sequel is
guaranteed and is sure to be a big box office draw
again. With Hollywoods biggest actor and two of
Britains finest actors at the helm of this one it had to
be a success but don't take my word for it and see it
for yourself.

Once Upon A Time In Hollywood
- Cert 18

Quentin Tarantino's latest is a fairytale... yes a
fairytale. Rick (Leonardo DiCaprio) is a down on his
luck actor struggling to remain on the A list. Cliff (the
excellent Brad Pitt) is his stunt double and closest
friend and confidant.

The pair take us on a tour of the film sets and
backlots of the industry as Tarantino gives us his
interpretation of Hollywood. The dialogue is long
and drawn out but adds depth to the despair of
DiCaprio's decline from the limelight. Tarantino then
lets his artistic licence flow as he adds the likes of

Bruce Lee to the proceedings and then notches it
up another level as he introduces Rick's next door
neighbour Sharon Tate. This is where the film takes
a turn and we know it is all leading up to a 'typical
Tarantino' ending. I don't want to spoil the
ending, which is so over the top that only a director
of Tarantino's vision would be capable of producing
such a big, big ending. You will seriously need to
suspend all disbelief as Tarantino rewrites history
and be prepared because while you will be cheering
the good guys on it is a very violent conclusion.
What I would say is Brad Pitt steals the show and is
coolness personified. At 2 hours 40 minutes it's a
long film but well worth a watch if only for the
ending and Pitt.

Crawl
- Cert 15

When a hurricane hits Florida leading to a mass
evacuation of all properties. Hayley worries when
she cannot contact her Dad, so goes off to
investigate. She manages to find her Dad trapped in
the basement of his house but the rising
floodwaters are the least of her worries.....
This was one of my favourite films of last year and
the strength of this film is the atmospheric and
claustrophobic feel the director creates as Hayley
battles against the floodwaters and the alligators.
Is it believable? Who cares this is a rollercoaster
ride and delivers jumps and scares aplenty
throughout. It is very formulaic and you will
genuinely care about Hayley and her Dad and
especially the cute dog as he evades the monstrous
man eating beasts.

This one ticks all the boxes and is a very enjoyable
film.



Marsh Memories
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The Looker helplines
whilst in lockdown
(check the current situation)

FOOD SHOPS
Savages Greengrocers, New Romney, 01797-363280. Can
supply: Fruit, Vegetables, Potatoes, Eggs, 1pt fresh semi
skimmed milk, own brand jams & pickles. Payment; Cash or
Cheque on Delivery.
Premier New Romney, 01797- 362358. Free delivery locally.
McColls, Lydd, 01797-320836, Open 7am-8pm 7 days a week.
Romney Marsh Butchers, New Romney, 01797-362376.
Delivery Fridays only. Order must be placed by Thursday
Morning. Minimum order £20.
Lydd Butchers, 01797-320249.
Aldington Fresh Foods & Dymchurch Butchers, 01233-
721673 for further information.
Boathouse Fisheries, St. Mary’s Bay, 01303-488441. Order
before 12 p.m for next day delivery, no minimum order. Pay by
card over the phone and we will delivery to your doorstep on a
non-contact basis. Opening hours 9 a.m. – 4 p.m. Mon-Sat.
Please place your order and once we have weighed and put it
together, we will give you a call to take payment. Your delivery
will arrive with an itemised bill so that you can see exactly what
you have spent. Available fresh fish, shellfish, fish cakes, Quiche,
Eggs, some frozen fish dishes, limited vegetables, please ask for
full range of items.
M & M Richardson Fresh Fish Shop, Dungeness, 01797-
320789. Selling fresh, smoked and shell fish, as well as honey,
eggs and potatoes. We are happy to deliver free of charge to the
local area. Ring the shop on to place an order, payments can be
taken over the phone.
Bank Farm, Aldington. Giant Vending Machine, that you pay for
by credit card, containing, Eggs, milk, cakes, Jam, Vegetables,
honey, Bacon and much more open 24hrs a day.

CHEMISTS
New Romney Pharmacy, 01797-458001. Deliver to medical
housebound. For older and at-risk persons, if you telephone and
let them know you are coming and what they require, park in car
park behind the shop they will bring delivery out to you.
Lloyds Pharmacy, New Romney, 01797-362180. Services as
normal, Now opening at 10 a.m.
Well Pharmacy, Greatstone, 01797- 362997. Can only deliver to
people already registered.
Lydd Pharmacy, 01797-320231. Can only deliver to people
already registered.
Ferris Pharmacy, Dymchurch, 01303-872144. Will now close at
1 p.m. on Saturdays.

HOT FOOD DELIVERY AND COLLECTION
Romney Marsh Day Centre, 01797-363888. Daily hot meal
delivery, + sandwich tea if required. Delivery across Romney
Marsh. Please call us set up meal delivery.
Beach 48, Dymchurch, 01303-874848. Available Monday to
Saturday 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. No delivery charge to Dymchurch, St
Marys Bay & Burmarsh.
Fredi’s Grill & Taverna, Old Romney, 07484-213850. For
freshly prepared hot and cold take away.
Bakery64, New Romney, 01797-363050. For hot and cold take
away food.
The City of London, Dymchurch, 01303-873979. Bakery Home
Delivery Mon-Sat or collection between 9 a.m. – 12 p.m. Mon-
Sat. Phone before 9 p.m. for next day delivery. Includes Bread,

Rolls, Cakes, scones, meat pies, sausage rolls. Hot & cold
food as well as drinks available to takeaway. Menu
available on our Facebook page.
The Pilot, Dungeness, 01797-320314. A take away and
delivery service for customers between 12 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Drinks will also be available for takeaway. Deliveries are
subject to a minimum order of £40 and a maximum
distance of 6 miles.
Newchurch House Restaurant, 01303-872553. Take out
Service: Wed – Sun 12 p.m. -6 p.m. Collection only, starter
£2.50 main course £5. Sundays Roast dinner only.
Rod and Line Fish Bar, Littlestone, 01797-363059. 11.30
a.m. to 8 p.m. Also delivery service from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Kerry’s Kitchen, Lydd, 07824-876888. For deliveries &
collections covering Lydd & surrounding areas. Weds 4–8
p.m. Midweek roasts with all the trimmings. Fridays 4-8
p.m. Selection of Great British classic dishes. Sats 10
a.m.-2 p.m. The great British Breakfast. Suns 12-6 p.m. All
day Breakfast Boxes & traditional Sunday roasts with all
the trimmings.

ELECTRICAL
Foord’s, St. Mary’s Bay, 01303-872656. We can supply all
domestic appliances and electrical goods. Although the
shop is closed we are able to take orders over the phone
and are able to deliver.

WASHING MACHINE REPAIRS etc.
John Pearson Appliance repairs, 07756-902941.
Martin Chamberlain Electrical services, 07725-855688
for electrical emergencies.
D K Electrical Services, 01797-721036 / 07786-240137.

DIY AND IRONMONGERS
Rolfes, New Romney, 01797-363192. Payment cash on
delivery or card over the phone when ordering.
BILT Building Merchants, Littlestone, 01797-363633.
Can deliver locally - For all your DIY, decorating, gardening
and building needs.

MISCELLANEOUS
Channel Cars, Folkestone, 01303-252252. Will have a
couple of cars based on the Marsh each day until midnight.
Geoff’s Cars, 07725-028852. Covers the Romney Marsh
The Computer Lady, New Romney, 01797-363385 or
07802-470675. Until further notice the shop will only be
open Mon - Fri. Please call us with any issues as we can
do a lot remotely and will arrange to pick up/ drop off if we
need to.
Romney Marsh Brewery Ltd, Littlestone, 01797-362333.
Local home deliveries, 5 litre real ale boxes. £20,
delivered.

LOOKING AFTER YOUR PETS
That Pet Shop, New Romney, 01797-367169. Deliveries
Tues,Wed and Thurs evenings.
Let’s Go Walkies, New Romney, 07930-120432. Delivers
Tues, Wed, Fri and Sats.
Cinque Port Vets, Lydd, 01797-321771. Service as
normal.
Barrow Hill Vets, New Romney, 01797-363177. Service
as normal.

Miss New Romney 1949
New Romney made
the headlines in 1949
when Miss New
Romney, Joy Best,
went on to win the
Miss Kent title at
Margate. Joy later
married Norman
Grubb who had an
electrical and radio
shop in the High
Street where the ‘New
Romney Pharmacy’ is
today. Joy also had a
hairdressing salon at
the same premises.
Norman was Mayor of
the town from 1955 to

1958 and was also leader of a small musical group, the
Norman Stanley Trio, who used to perform at local dances
etc.
The judges in New Romney were George and Sheila
Melachrino. George Melachrino ran a very popular light
orchestra in the years after World War II and his albums sold
millions of copies. Such was his popularity that he appeared
in the 1948 Royal Variety Performance.
The ‘Miss Kent’ competition was held at the Winter Gardens,
Margate and Joy was elected “Miss Kent 1949”. Girls
throughout the county took part in the competition with 21
ladies in the final.
The judges included film star Maxwell Reed and Jack Warner
from ‘Dixon of Dock Green’. The girls were judged for good
deportment, figure, grace, personality, voice and ability to
answer questions before an audience.
Lydd’s entry was Betty Cook and Audrey Sealby represented
Dymchurch.

The group photo was taken in the Assembly Rooms, New
Romney in 1949. Back row includes: George Savage,
Sheila Melachrino, Jackie Wiles ( Mayor), George
Melachrino, Dawn Morgan and Pat Singleton. Centre: Joy
Best. Front row includes: Sheila Paine, Margaret
Pumphery, Jean Amos, Bernice Owen and Peggy Read.




